When we first went to the Humane Society, we weren't even sure we wanted to adopt yet, but our minds were quickly changed! In the playroom she was a little shy and very clumsy. My husband said "she looks like a Sasha," and that was it, we had to take her home. When Sasha first came home, she had nightmares every night and even struggled with separation anxiety. But over time, with a lot of love getting down a new routine, Sasha now has a newfound trust that allows her to act like a normal happy puppy. Sasha has plenty of energy to go around and often is a source of amusement with all her antics! I am no longer scared to be at home alone because she is also a very good watchdog. Sasha's favorite activities are playing keep away with her dad and, believe it or not, blowing bubbles in her water bowl. Sasha is a wonderful addition to our family!